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COMIC: Cost Optimization for Internet
Content Multihoming
Jianguo Yao, Haihang Zhou, Jianying Luo, Xue Liu and Haibing Guan
Abstract—Content service is a type of Internet cloud service that provides end-users plentiful contents. To ensure high
performance for content delivering, content service utilizes a technology known as content multihoming: contents are generated
from multiple geographically distributed data centers and delivered by multiple distributed content distribution networks (CDNs).
The electricity costs for data centers and the usage costs for CDNs are major contributors to the contents service cost. As
electricity prices vary across data centers and usage costs vary across CDNs, scheduling data centers and CDNs has a
tremendous consequence for optimizing content service cost. In this paper, we propose a novel framework named COMIC
(Cost Optimization for Internet Content Multihoming). COMIC dynamically balances end-users’ loads among data centers and
CDNs so as to minimize the content service cost. Using real-life electricity prices and CDN traces, the experiments demonstrate
that COMIC effectively reduces the content service cost by more than 20%.
Index Terms—Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), multihoming, cost, optimization
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1 I NTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed the proliferation of cloud
computing. Content service, such as video streaming, is
a type of cloud-computing service that provides end-users
plentiful contents. Content service utilizes two types of
infrastructure: data center and content distribution network.
A data center is the origin of contents: it serves the endusers’ requests, generates contents, and send them back
to end-users. A content distribution network (CDN) is
responsible for efficient delivery of contents: it replicates
contents originated from a data center, and uses the locally
stored contents to serve end-users’ requests.
To ensure high performance for content delivering, content service utilizes a technology known as content multihoming for content generation and distribution. First,
contents can be generated from a group of data centers
distributed in different regions. For instance, it was reported
that Google operated 19 data centers throughout the US [1].
A content service provider chooses a data center to generate
contents based on data availability, performance, cost and
other reasons. Second, contents can also be delivered by a
group of CDNs distributed over the Internet. For instance, it
was reported that to deliver video contents, Hulu and Netflix
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used three CDNs: Akamai, Limelight, and Level3 [2]. A
content service provider chooses a CDN based on performance, cost and other reasons.
As data centers develop rapidly to meet the soaring
cloud-computing demands, the consumption and cost of
energy by data centers are skyrocketing. Recent studies
showed that large-scale data centers consumed dozens of
Megawatt and incurred a total cost as high as 5.6M dollars
per year [3], [4]; data centers consumed about 1.3% of the
total worldwide supplied electricity and this fraction would
grow to 8% by 2020 [5]. Electricity cost minimization for
data centers is an important research problem. Most existing
work tackles this problem by exploiting the electricity price
variation in location or time, and scheduling end-users’ load
among geographically distributed data centers [6], [7], [8]
or among time slots with different electricity prices [9],
[10], [11]. Besides electricity costs for data centers, usage
costs for CDNs are another major contributor to the content
service cost. There is growing interest in how to choose
CDNs for content delivery and minimize the CDN usage
costs while the performance requirement is satisfied. A few
recent studies took a constrained optimization approach to
the usage cost minimization for CDNs [12], [13].
While minimizing electricity costs for data centers and
minimizing usage costs for CDNs are both good for reducing the content service cost, most recent works took either
the former or latter approach. Few studies have investigated
the content service cost minimization problem and took
both electricity costs for data centers and usage costs for
CDNs into consideration. Therefore it would be interesting
to study the content service cost minimization problem
from the perspective of scheduling end-users’ loads among
data centers and CDNs to minimize the sum of electricity
costs for data centers and usage costs for CDNs.
In this paper, we study how to choose data centers for
content generation and CDNs for content delivery so as to
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minimize the content service cost in a content-multihoming
environment. The minimization of content service cost is
formulated from service provider’s perspective and it can
significantly reduce the operation cost so as to maximize
the profits. Note that the content services we discuss are not
real-time, such as VoIP. Hence, contents can be replicated in
CDNs without compromising the quality of service. To this
end, we propose a novel load scheduling framework named
COMIC (Cost Optimization for Internet Content Multihoming). COMIC takes a holistic approach to the content
service cost minimization by formulating an optimization
problem that minimizes the sum of electricity costs for data
centers and usage costs for CDNs as well as guaranteeing
service performance requirements. The contributions of this
paper are twofold:
• We study an important research problem: the content
service cost minimization. To our best knowledge, our
work is the first that takes a holistic approach by
covering the content service cost from the content
generation to the content delivery, i.e., the electricity
costs for data centers and the usage costs for CDNs;
• Our extensive experiments show that COMIC is effective in reducing the content service cost. Moreover,
COMIC is proposed with the real-world practicality in
mind. COMIC takes as inputs the real-time electricity
prices on data center sites and the real-time usage costs
of CDNs, and satisfies the real-world constraints, such
as the processing capacities of data centers and CDNs,
and the data availability situation in data centers. Thus,
COMIC is amenable to deployment in the real world.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of the COMIC framework.
Section 3 formulates the content cost minimization problem
in the COMIC framework. Section 4 proposes an efficient
solution to the formulated problem. Section 5 uses real-life
electricity prices and network traces to evaluate the content
cost savings achieved by the COMIC framework. Section 6
presents the related work in the literature. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.

2

A N OVERVIEW

OF THE

COMIC F RAME -

WORK
2.1 COMIC Framework
In this section, we give an overview of our proposed
COMIC framework to optimize the sum of electricity costs
for data centers and usage costs for CDNs through content
multihoming. The entities in the COMIC framework mainly
include four parts: user group, data, CDN and data center.
1) User group: A user group is the set of users who
are represented by the one and same identity in the
COMIC framework. For example, the users physically close to each other and served by the same
regional ISP may be aggregated into a user group. In
the following section, we do not distinguish between
user and user group.
2) Data: Data are the collection of content objects that
the users request through the Internet. A content

provider can have several types of content objects,
such as a video in an online video website or an email
or a message. Note that there are both static content
(e.g., images) and dynamic content (e.g., PHP) in a
request. However, the static content is usually cached
in the replica server of CDNs, we only consider the
dynamic content in data center1 .
3) CDN: a CDN is a large distributed system of servers, which replicates contents originated from data
centers, and delivers the locally stored contents to
end-users through network. In small geographical
regions, such as a city, the pricing function of a CDN
may be the same. However, different geographical
regions in a CDN or the same geographical region
in different CDNs may charge differently. We use
charging region to refer to the geographical region
which has the same pricing function within a certain
CDN.
4) Data center: a data center is a collection of servers
in a certain location to serve the data requests from
users. Note that the electricity cost of a data center
depends on not only the size of arrival requests, but
also the local real-time electricity price in the modern
power grid.

User

User

Static contents, e.g., images

CDNs

Replica
Server

Excellent link

CDNs

Dynamic contents,
e.g., PHP

Data
Centers

Fig. 1. Procedures to Serve End-user’s Requests in a
CDN
As shown in Fig. 1, a CDN is used to deliver both static
and dynamic content over a vast network infrastructure
with excellent links. When an end-user requests a content
service, the request will be redirected from the originating
site’s server to a server in one of CDNs. When a request
comes into an edge server in a selected CDN, the static
content is served directly from it. On the other hand, the
dynamic content is not in the cache, then the edge server
in the CDN makes a request to an origin server in one of
data centers. We can note that there are two selections in
the operation of CDN for handling dynamic contents: one
is to select a CDN for delivering content service; the other
is to select a data center for requesting dynamic content.
Normally, the closest CDN is selected for delivering the
content and the arrival workload is equally distributed
among data centers. However, the simple strategies are
usually not cost-efficient.
1. http://www.ukfastenterprise.co.uk/cdn.html
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TABLE 1
Notations
Notation
ul
cj
nk
dm
fuc (ul , c j , dm )
fcd (c j , nk , dm )
Lrj
C(c j , r)

Fig. 2. An example of relationships between user
groups, data centers and CDNs.
In this paper, we propose the COMIC framework which
runs a cost-aware optimization algorithm to choose which
data center for content generation and which CDN for
content delivery. Note that the optimization algorithm is
a centralized solution which depends on all the electricity
prices of data center and all the CDN usages prices at the
same time. To this end, the usage cost functions of CDNs
are provided by CDN providers and the real-time electricity
prices are automatically reported by smart meters installed
in electricity grids.
2.2 An Example
An example of relationships between user groups, data
centers and CDNs is shown in Fig. 2. In this example,
we assume the first two user groups come from the same
charging region for each of CDNs and the three user groups
can be represented by u1 , u2 and u3 from left to right.
Similarly, the three CDNs can be identified as c1 , c2 , c3 .
And the desired data and the data centers are marked as
d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 and n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 , respectively.
To explain our designing method, we will give a whole
process about how a request of dynamic content data is
processed among the four entities with parameters given in
Table 1. The user group ul requests the dynamic content
data dm through CDN c j periodically. Usually, CDN c j
will cache the static content in their own servers, and here
we only focus on the dynamic content data in data center.
Hence, CDN c j will distribute its requests to origin data
centers which has the data. Here we assume data center
nk receives this request, and nk will serve this request
and sends the desired data dm to CDN c j . After receiving
the data, c j will send it to ul . In this request distribution
process, the number of requests from user group ul to
CDN c j for the data dm is represented by the function
of fuc (ul , c j , dm ); similarly, the function of fcd (c j , nk , dm )
represents the number of requests which CDN c j distributes
to data center nk for the data dm . We will discuss how to
allocate the requests among CDNs and data centers in the
next section.

3

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

In this section, we show the entities and their relationships
in our model; then an optimization is constructed to repre-

P(nk , dm )
m(nk )
µ(dm )
S(dm )
rep(nk , dm )
D(c j , dm )
r(ul , dm )
G(c j )

Definition
User group at location l
The jth CDN
The kth data center
The mth type of data
Number of requests from user group ul to CDN c j
for data dm
Number of requests from CDN c j to data center nk
for data dm
Set of locations served by charging region r of
the jth CDN
Pricing function of CDN c j in charging region r
with respect to the size of traffic
Pricing function of data center nk for processing per
request of dm
Number of servers in data center nk
Number of requests a server could handle in one
period (e.g 1 second) for data dm
Average size of data dm
Boolean function, if the data center nk has the data
dm , the value is true, otherwise f alse
Boolean function, if CDN c j can distribute the
request to a data center which has the desired data
dm , then the value is true, otherwise, f alse
Total requests for data dm from user group ul
The size of traffic a CDN could serve in one period
(e.g 1 second) with satisfactory performance
for content delivering

sent the problem of cost minimization. Remember that our
goal is to minimize the sum of the electricity costs of data
centers and the usage cost of CDNs. All the parameters in
the problem formulation and their corresponding meanings
are summarized in Table 1.
3.1 Cost Calculation
To formulate the cost optimization problem, we then need
to calculate the cost for the request distribution process.
The cost for content service providers mainly comes from
two parts: the usage cost of CDNs and the electricity cost
of data centers.
First, the pricing function of a CDN is associated with
its charging region which the user group is located in and
the size of traffic the user sends to the CDN. Each user
group ul at location l, is attributed to a certain charging
region r of a certain CDN c j . We define Lrj as the set
of location areas served by charging region r of the CDN
c j . For all locations l ∈ Lrj , the total number of requests
from user group ul to CDN c j for data dm can be indicated
as ∑l∈Lrj fuc (ul , c j , dm ). Note that the pricing function of
a CDN mainly depends on the traffic size. To get the
cost of per request, we define S(dm ) as the average size
of per request for data dm . Hence, we can represent the
total size of traffic from charging region r to CDN c j
as ∑dm S(dm ) ∑l∈Lrj fuc (ul , c j , dm ). Considering the different
pricing function for different CDNs or different charging
regions, we define C(c j , r) as the pricing function of CDN
c j in charging region r with respect to the traffic size. Then
the usage cost of CDNs paid by content providers can be
represented as:
Ccdn = ∑ ∑ C(c j , r) ∑ S (dm )
cj r

dm

∑

fuc (ul , c j , dm ).

l∈Lrj
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Second, we only focus on the electricity cost in data
centers and it depends on the number of assigned requests
and the electricity price for processing per request. The
total number of requests delivered to data center nk can
be represented as ∑c j fcd (c j , nk , dm ). In the modern power
grid, the electricity price is dynamic while considering the
real-time price (RTP) and it may vary from hours to hours.
For the electricity price for processing per request, it does
not only depend on electricity price of each data center,
but also associates with the types of data due to different
power consumptions for processing different types of data
per request. To simplify our model, we use P(nk , dm ) to
represent the average price when handling the request of
data dm in data center nk . Then the electricity cost paid by
data center operators (i.e., content providers, such as google
inc. etc.) is given by:
Cdc = ∑ ∑ P(nk , dm ) ∑ fcd (c j , nk , dm ).
nk dm

3.2

the structure of the network that whether the CDN is
connected with data centers that have the data dm :
∀ul , dm , c j , s.t.D(c j , dm ) = 0, fuc (ul , c j , dm ) = 0. (6)
3) A CDN never creates or destroys a request. In other
words, a CDN will serve all the requests dispatched
by user groups through appropriate data centers for
each type of data. This constraint can be formulated
as:
∀c j , dm , ∑ fcd (c j , nk , dm ) = ∑ fuc (ul , c j , dm ).
nk

4) The total number of requests served by CDNs from
user group ul equals to the number of requests
generated by ul , and this constraint can be given by
the following:
∀ul , dm , ∑ fuc (ul , c j , dm ) =r (ul , dm ) .

(2)

The above description depicts the general process of a data
request and the cost of total requests in data centers and
CDNs. To reflect the real-world practicality, we apply the
following constraints.
1) For a data center nk , if it does not have the data dm ,
CDN c j will not assign the request for data dm to it,
and hence the corresponding number of requests is
fcd (c j , nk , dm ) = 0. Here, we used a Boolean function
rep(nk , dm ) in which the true value (i.e., 1) of this
function represents data center nk has the data dm ,
otherwise the value is false (i.e., 0), as given by:

1, nk has dm ,
rep(nk , dm ) =
(3)
0, otherwise.
To capture the rule that CDN will not assign the
request for data dm to data center c j without owning
dm , we formulate the following constraint:
∀c j , nk , dm , s.t.rep(nk , dm ) = 0, fcd (c j , nk , dm ) = 0.
(4)
2) User group ul sends its request for data dm to CDN
c j , if and only if the CDN c j can handle the request.
In other words, CDN c j can assign the request to
data center nk , which has the data dm . To represent
this situation, we define a boolean function:

1, c j can get dm ,
D(c j , dm ) =
(5)
0, otherwise.
If CDN c j can assign the request to a data center
which has the data dm , the boolean function is true
(i.e., 1), otherwise, the value is false (i.e., 0). Correspondingly, if CDN c j can not handle the request
of data dm , for any user group ul , the corresponding
number of requests is fuc (ul , c j , dm ) = 0. Then we
can represent the following constraint that captures

(8)

cj

cj

Constraints

(7)

ul

5) To guarantee satisfactory performance for content service, the processing capacity of data centers applies
a constraint::
∀nk , ∑ ∑ fcd (c j , nk , dm ) / µ (dm ) ≤ m(nk ).

(9)

dm c j

6) The processing capacity of CDNs when guaranteeing
satisfactory performance for content service, applies
a constraint:
∀c j , ∑ S (dm ) ∑ fuc (ul , c j , dm ) ≤ G(c j ).
dm

(10)

ul

7) The assigned requests must be non-negative:

3.3

∀ul , c j , dm , fuc (ul , c j , dm ) ≥ 0,

(11)

∀c j , nk , dm , fcd (c j , nk , dm ) ≥ 0.

(12)

Cost Optimization Problem Formulation

The cost minimization can be modeled as a request distribution problem, in which the main objective is to minimize
the sum of the electricity cost of data centers and the usage
cost of CDNs. The cost aware optimization problem can be
represented as below:
min Ccdn +Cdc

fuc , fcd ∈Z

(13)

subject to the constraints of (4), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11)
and (12). Note that this optimization program minimizes
the objective function (13), which represents the sum of
electricity costs of data centers and the usage cost of CDNs.
Note that the total cost is paid by content providers.
The problem is NP-complete and a standard integer
linear programming, which is a special case in the mixedinteger linear programming (MILP) in which all of the
variables are restricted to be integers. It is also called a
pure integer programming because all decision variables
must be integers. To solve this NP-hard problem, many
approximating or heuristics algorithms are proposed, such
as Branch and Bound, Cutting Plane and Feasibility Pump.
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TABLE 2
Eliminating zero variables in the problem of workload
distribution from user group to CDNs
(u1 , c1 , d1 )
(u1 , c2 , d1 )
(u1 , c3 , d1 )
(u2 , c1 , d1 )
(u2 , c2 , d1 )
(u2 , c3 , d1 )
(u3 , c1 , d1 )
(u3 , c2 , d1 )
(u3 , c3 , d1 )

(u1 , c1 , d2 )
(u1 , c2 , d2 )
(u1 , c3 , d2 )
(u2 , c1 , d2 )
(u2 , c2 , d2 )
(u2 , c3 , d2 )
(u3 , c1 , d2 )
(u3 , c2 , d2 )
(u3 , c3 , d2 )

(u1 , c1 , d3 )
(u1 , c2 , d3 )
(u1 , c3 , d3 )
(u2 , c1 , d3 )
(u2 , c2 , d3 )
(u2 , c3 , d3 )
(u3 , c1 , d3 )
(u3 , c2 , d3 )
(u3 , c3 , d3 )

(u1 , c1 , d4 )
(u1 , c2 , d4 )
(u1 , c3 , d4 )
(u2 , c1 , d4 )
(u2 , c2 , d4 )
(u2 , c3 , d4 )
( u3 , c1 , d4 )
(u3 , c2 , d4 )
(u3 , c3 , d4 )

While this paper mainly focuses on the framework of
cost optimization for Internet content multihoming and the
impregnation can choose one of approximating or heuristics
algorithms to facilitate the solution. The amount of time
for solving any particular MILP problem can significantly
depend on how well a problem is formulated. Unnecessary
decision variables may lead to additional Branch and Bound
iterations and much longer solving time. In the next section,
we will discuss how to refine the MILP formulation for
efficient solution.

4

C OST O PTIMIZATION S OLUTION

In this section, we present a solution for the cost optimization problem (13) discussed in Section 3.3. In order
to reduce the number of variables so as to derive a low
dimension optimization problem, we refine it through eliminating zero decision variables.
In the following, we can explain the constraints (4) and
(6) using three rules:
1) A user group can not send its requests to a CDN
without the interconnection between them.
2) A CDN can not send its requests to a data center
which does not have the desired data.
3) A user group can not send its requests to a CDN
which does not connect with any data center that has
the desired data.
To show how these rules work, we will give a simple
example as given in Fig. 2. In this example, three user
groups located in two regions request four types of data
through five data centers and three CDNs. The variables of
fuc we have to handle for the request distribution process
from user groups to CDNs are up to 3 × 3 × 4 = 36
(3 user groups, 3 CDNs and 4 types of data), and the
request distribution process from CDNs to data centers has
variables of fcd up to 3×5×4 = 60 (3 CDNs, 5 data centers
and 4 types of data). All the variables of fuc and fcd are
shown in Table 2 and 3, respectively.
In the example as shown in Fig. 2, the user group u1
could only connect with CDN c1 and c2 . Then, the number
of requests from user group u1 for each type of data through
CDN c3 is zero due to Rule 1. Furthermore, CDN c1 is
connected with data center n1 , n2 , n3 , n5 and CDN c2 is
connected with data center n3 , n5 , so the requests from
user group u1 for each of the four data can be handled by
the distribution of CDN c1 . Similarly, CDN c2 could only
handle the data of d2 , d3 , d4 . Then the number of requests

TABLE 3
Eliminating zero variables in the problem of workload
distribution from CDNs to data centers
(c1 , n1 , d1 )
(c1 , n2 , d1 )
(c1 , n3 , d1 )
(c1 , n4 , d1 )
(c1 , n5 , d1 )
(c2 , n1 , d1 )
(c2 , n2 , d1 )
(c2 , n3 , d1 )
(c2 , n4 , d1 )
(c2 , n5 , d1 )
(c3 , n1 , d1 )
(c3 , n2 , d1 )
(c3 , n3 , d1 )
(c3 , n4 , d1 )
(c3 , n5 , d1 )

(c1 , n1 , d2 )
(c1 , n2 , d2 )
(c1 , n3 , d2 )
(c1 , n4 , d2 )
(c1 , n5 , d2 )
(c2 , n1 , d2 )
(c2 , n2 , d2 )
(c2 , n3 , d2 )
(c2 , n4 , d2 )
(c2 , n5 , d2 )
(c3 , n1 , d2 )
(c3 , n2 , d2 )
(c3 , n3 , d2 )
(c3 , n4 , d2 )
(c3 , n5 , d2 )

(c1 , n1 , d3 )
(c1 , n2 , d3 )
(c1 , n3 , d3 )
(c1 , n4 , d3 )
(c1 , n5 , d3 )
(c2 , n1 , d3 )
(c2 , n2 , d3 )
(c2 , n3 , d3 )
(c2 , n4 , d3 )
(c2 , n5 , d3 )
(c3 , n1 , d3 )
(c3 , n2 , d3 )
(c3 , n3 , d3 )
(c3 , n4 , d3 )
(c3 , n5 , d3 )

(c1 , n1 , d4 )
(c1 , n2 , d4 )
(c1 , n3 , d4 )
(c1 , n4 , d4 )
(c1 , n5 , d4 )
(c2 , n1 , d4 )
(c2 , n2 , d4 )
(c2 , n3 , d4 )
(c2 , n4 , d4 )
(c2 , n5 , d4 )
(c3 , n1 , d4 )
(c3 , n2 , d4 )
(c3 , n3 , d4 )
(c3 , n4 , d4 )
(c3 , n5 , d4 )

from user group u1 to CDN c2 for data d1 is zero due to
Rule 2. Furthermore, data center n1 could only handle the
request of data d1 and d2 , so the requests from each of the
three CDNs for data d3 or d4 in data center n1 is zero due
to Rule 3. The other variables can be managed in the same
way. Based on the above analysis, the total 96 variables can
be reduced to be 42 variables, and the removed variables
are red painted and the non-zero variables are in bold font
in both Table 2 and 3.
Based on the above analysis, we design an algorithm to
automatically generate non-zero variables of fcd (c j , nk , dm )
and fuc (ul , c j , dm ) as given in Algorithm 1. First, for each
CDN c j , we pick data which the CDN could handle through
its connected data centers, to the set named CD j . And
then, we can generate non-zero variables by permutation of
necessary parameters. In other words, non-zero variables of
fuc can be generated by permutation of parameters ul ∈ Us ,
c j ∈ UCl , dm ∈ CD j . Similarly, non-zero variables in fcd are
handled in the same way and can be generated by permutation of parameters c j ∈ Cs , nk ∈ CN j , dm ∈ NDk . Finally,
all the non-zero variables in (13) are the combination of
non-zero variables in fuc and fcd . The generated non-zero
variables in our algorithm provide all of the optional path
of the request from user group to the requested data under
the configuration of connection structure.
After eliminating zero variables in (13), the refined
cost minimization problem with reduced dimension is as
follows:
min

fuc ∈Fuc , fcd ∈Fcd , fuc , fcd ∈Z

Ccdn +Cdc

(14)

subject to the constraints of (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) and (12).
Note that we can use a MILP solver in a free MATLAB
toolbox namely YALMIP [14] to solve the standard integer
linear programming problem. However, MILP solver may
prevent an online practical implementation due to its high
complexities. We therefore design an alternative solution,
i.e., an approximate algorithm as given in the supplemental
file. We evaluate the proposed approximate algorithm by
using the same experimental setting and data we used
for evaluating MILP (given in Sec. 5.1). The approximate
algorithm finds a solution in about 0.069 seconds compared
with 5.059 seconds for MILP. Among the data we tested,
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of generating non-zero variables.
Input: UCl : the set of CDN c j the user group ul connects;
CN j : the set of data center nk CDN c j connects; NDk :
the set of data dm data center nk could handle; Us : the
set of user groups; Cs : the set of CDNs.
Output: Fuc : the set of non-zero variables of fuc ; Fcd : the
set of non-zero variables of fcd .
1: for all c j ∈ Cs do
2:
CD j = 0/ //CD j : the set of data dm CDN c j could
handle;
3:
for all nk ∈ CN j do
4:
for all dm ∈ NDk do
5:
if dm ∈
/ CD j then
6:
add dm in CD j
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
end for
10: end for
11: for all ul ∈ Us , c j ∈ UCl , dm ∈ CD j do
12:
calculate Fuc consisting all the permutations as nonzero variables of fuc
13: end for
14: for all c j ∈ Cs , nk ∈ CN j , dm ∈ NDk do
15:
calculate Fcd consisting all the permutations as nonzero variables of fcd
16: end for

the average approximation ratio is about 99.8% for the 24
data points.

5

T RACE -D RIVEN E VALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the COMIC
framework. First, we describe the experimental setup for
performance evaluation, in particular the real-life workload
traces, CDN usage costs, and electricity prices. Then we
evaluate the reduction of electricity costs for data centers
and usage costs for CDNs in the COMIC framework.
5.1

Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup includes three parts: data centers
and workload data, the usage pricing for CDNs, and electricity pricing on data center sites.
5.1.1 Data Centers and Workload Data
To evaluate the proposed cost minimization framework
COMIC, we use the configuration shown in Fig. 2 and
set up a simulation environment where a content service
provider operates five data centers located in five different
regions: Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. These five data centers house 35000, 40000, 20000,
30000 and 40000 servers respectively. To improve the
service performance, the content service provider employs
three CDNs: MaxCDN, CDN77 and CloudFront, and we
assume the processing capacity of each CDN is 40GB per
second with satisfactory performance for content service.
There are three user groups, where the first two groups are

located in France, and the third user group is located in
Hong Kong.
The workload is represented by the average number of requests per second. In the experiments, we use the workload
data on an EPA server (referred to as empirical workload
hereafter)2 . To evaluate the performance of COMIC with
a large workload, we generate 33 times of the empirical
workload for each request type r (ul , dm ).
The configuration of the processing capability and power
consumption of each server is shown as follows. For four
types of data request dm , each server has the following
processing speed µ j : 10, 6, 7 and 11 requests per second,
respectively. The size of each type of data is 0.004MB,
0.01MB, 0.006MB and 0.011MB respectively. A typical
blade server in the data center consumes 270 Watts (PdLm )
when idle and 450 Watts (PdHm ) when running at the peak
processing speed [15]. We assume the data-center servers
are power-proportional: the power they consume is proportional to their workload. Then we can build a powerproportional data center using power proportional servers
or by dynamically shutting down unnecessary servers.
5.1.2 Usage Pricing for CDNs
In the real life, different CDNs may have different charging
region coverage; different CDNs may have different usage
fee structures in a charging region; and a CDN may
have different usage fee structures in its different charging
regions.
TABLE 4
On-Demand Pricing of MaxCDN [13]
Monthly traffic
under 10 TB
11-50 TB
51-150 TB
151-500 TB
501-1024 TB
1-5 PB
5-10 PB

United States & Europe
$0.070/GB
$0.060/GB
$0.050/GB
$0.040/GB
$0.035/GB
$0.030/GB
$0.020/GB

Asia
$0.100/GB
$0.074/GB
$0.064/GB
$0.053/GB
$0.043/GB
$0.037/GB
$0.032/GB

In the experiments, we use the real-life usage prices of
three CDNs: MaxCDN, CDN773 and CloudFront. Table.
4-7 show the usage prices of three CDNs. Note that the
usage price function of each region is usually based on the
monthly traffic volume originated from the replica servers
of the corresponding CDN; some CDNs charge a content
service provider for not only the monthly traffic volume
but also the number of requests, such as CloudFront as
shown in Table. 7. Note that the cost charged by the number
of requests can be easily incorporated into the cost with
respect to traffic volume.
5.1.3 Electricity Pricing Data
The electricity system in the US can run at real-time pricing
mechanism, which gives consumers pricing information for
the actual cost of electricity at any time. Although electricity prices change from hour to hour, all the consumers
2. The Internet Traffic Archive http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/.
3. http://www.cdn77.com/pricing
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TABLE 5
On-Demand Pricing of CDN77
USA & EU
$49/TB
$45/TB
$30/TB
$25/TB
$19/TB

Asia & Australia
$125/TB
$120/TB
$100/TB
$85/TB
$70/TB

South America
$185/TB
$160/TB
$135/TB
$110/TB
$95/TB

40
35
30
25
20
15

TABLE 6
On-Demand Pricing of CloudFront [13]
Monthly traffic
under 10 TB
11-50 TB
51-150 TB
151-500 TB
501-1024 TB
1-5 PB
5-10 PB

United States
$0.120/GB
$0.080/GB
$0.060/GB
$0.040/GB
$0.030/GB
$0.025/GB
$0.020/GB

Europe
$0.120/GB
$0.080/GB
$0.060/GB
$0.040/GB
$0.030/GB
$0.025/GB
$0.020/GB

Hong Kong
$0.190/GB
$0.140/GB
$0.120/GB
$0.100/GB
$0.080/GB
$0.070/GB
$0.060/GB

TABLE 7
Request Pricing (per 10,000) of CloudFront [13]
Request
HTTP requests
HTTPS requests

United States
$0.0075
$0.0100

Europe
$0.0090
$0.0120

Hong Kong
$0.0090
$0.0120

pay the same price at the same time. Real-time pricing
gives consumers an opportunity to adjust their electricity usage accordingly to reduce their cost; for example,
scheduling usage during periods of low demand to pay
cheaper prices. To this end, real-time electricity pricing
requires the installation of an electricity smart meter that
can send and receive information about electricity costs and
give consumers information about their own usage.
We summarize the electricity price data in five regions
of data centers: Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, and
Minnesota. The data presented here were obtained from
publicly available government agencies. Fig. 3 shows the
real-time electricity prices for five regions in North America
on February 3, 20124 . The electricity prices are adjusted
every hour according to the current power load.
5.2

The Reduction of Content Service Cost

To assess the proposed COMIC in this paper, we conduct
a comparison simulation with a traditional method, which
adopts two request distribution principles that 1) the user
group sends its requests to a nearest replica server in CDNs
which can handle the requested data, and 2) a CDN sends
its requests equally to the data centers with the desired data
copy. The distance between each user group and the closest
replica server in each of the CDN is shown in Table. 8. We
conduct the simulation for 24 hours and at each hour the
optimization problem is solved to get the optimal request
distribution strategy. We assume the CDN prices before ten
hours conforms to the ones between 31-50TB, and in the
next 15 hours the prices change to the ones between 51100TB.
4. The
Electricity
Price
from:
http://www.ferc.gov/marketoversight/mkt-electric/midwest/2012/02-2012-elec-miso-dly.pdf.

Indiana
Michigan
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota

45
Price ($/MWh)

Monthly traffic
under 30 TB
31-100 TB
101-400 TB
401-1000 TB
over 1001 TB

50

0

5

10

15

20

25

Hour

Fig. 3. Real-time electricity prices.
TABLE 8
Distance between user group and the corresponding
closest replica servers in each CDN
Distance(km)
Paris, France
Lyon, France
Hong Kong, China

MaxCDN
380
480
210

CDN77
390
490
200

CloudFront
440
470
190

Fig. 4 shows the cost reduction results. We observe that
the COMIC can reduce the operation cost as much as 540$
at 15H as shown in Fig. 4(b), and is able to reduce by more
than 20% of the total cost as shown in Fig. 4(c). Note that
the contributions of cost reduction percentage for CDNs
and data centers are varying depending on the prices of
both CDN and electricity in the five locations. This result
demonstrates great benefits of optimal request assignment
of COMIC for the joint CDN and data centers.
It is worth noting that the goal of a CDN is to serve
content to end-users with high availability and high performance through excenllent network links. A CDN operator
gets paid by content providers such as media companies
and e-commerce vendors for delivering their content to
their clients of end-users. Hence, the content providers will
pay more when they use CDNs to improve their service
qualities.
5.3 Discussions on Coupling Between Cost and
Constraint
Figures 5-6 show the picture of the request distribution of
the two methods. It is obvious that COMIC and traditional
method allocate different number of requests in each of
CDNs and data centers under the same workloads. The
different request distribution leads to different cost of CDNs
and data centers, and further brings the cost reduction in
COMIC. Note that the requests handled by CDN77 in
traditional method and CloudFront in COMIC are nearly
zero as shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c), which is caused
by longer distance from users and higher prices of CDN,
respectively. We will also take data centers at Michigan as
an example to explain the experiment results, so that it is
easy to understand the reduction of the content service cost
in the COMIC framework.
To make readers better understand the results, we go deep
into the structure of the graph as shown in Fig. 2. Data
center n2 (data center at Michigan) has only two types of
data copies d1 , d3 , which are also stored in data centers n1
and n4 , n5 , respectively. Correspondingly, the requests of
d1 may be distributed to n1 , and the requests of d3 may
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Fig. 5. Request Distribution Comparisons among CDNs: (a) MaxCDN; (b) CDN77; (c) CloudFront.
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Fig. 7. Number of Turned On Servers in Data Centers: (a) DC1(Indiana)-DC2(Michigan); (b) DC3(Illinois)DC4(Wisconsin); (c) DC5(Minnesota).
be distributed to n4 and n5 . Thus, the low distribution of
requests for n2 comes from the competition from other data
centers which has the copy of d1 or d3 . The competition of
the requests of d3 is among n2 , n4 and n5 with the tradeoff
between electricity cost of data centers and usage cost of
CDNs while considering both electricity cost of data centers
and prices of CDNs. The on-demand pricing of CDNs and
the real time electricity prices of data centers are shown
in Table. 4-7 and Fig. 3, respectively. However, n2 always
has the higher total cost so that there is no request of d3
distributed to n2 . Meanwhile, we also notice that n1 and n2

have the same CDN connection feature, which means that
the competition of the requests of d1 between n1 and n2
mainly comes from the data center electricity cost. Most
of the time, electricity cost in n2 is higher than that in n1 ,
except the time between 6H-9H, as a result, the requests of
d1 are distributed to n2 between 6H-9H as shown in Fig.
6(a).
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the corresponding number of running servers in each data center for handling the distributed
requests. We note that the data center at Illinois and
Minnesota run with the maximum number of servers and
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the processing capability constraints of data centers take
effect in COMIC. Comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, there is
an interesting feature. Fig. 6(b) shows that the requests
distributed to n4 in traditional method are more than that
distributed to n3 in COMIC. However, n3 in COMIC turns
on more servers for processing the requests as shown in
Fig. 7(b). It is because that each request distributed to n3
in COMIC occupies much more processing time as we
assumed in Sec. 5.1.1.

6

R ELATED W ORK

Optimizing cost for clouds is an active area of research
over the past decade. Based on the general trend of all
related research works, we can broadly classify them into
two groups: 1) optimizing electricity cost for data centers,
and 2) optimizing cost for CDNs.
The first group of works targets minimizing total power
cost. There are myriad of works focusing on electricity
cost minimization. Parolini et al. [16] classify the function
of data center as computing and thermaling part to study
the tradeoff between Quality of Service (QoS) and energy
efficiency with three strategies. Ilyas et al. [17] present
a framework to optimize the total electricity cost with
relocation of workloads to data centers while considering
the geographical diversity electricity price in different data
centers. Lin et al. [18] aim to save the power consumption
in data centers by turning off servers dynamically and an
online algorithm is designed to achieve this saving. Xu
et al. [19] differentiate jobs in data centers with delaysensitive and delay-tolerant. Yao et al. [20] also focus on the
properties of delay and proposes a solution to reduce power
cost of delay tolerant workloads. Rao et al. [6] study electricity cost minimization in multi-region electricity markets
to capture the spatial diversity of electricity prices across
multiple regions. Yao et al. [21] propose a dynamic control
scheme of electricity cost with power demand smoothing
and peak shaving for distributed Internet data centers. Xu
et al. [22] propose an optimization framework to ensure
the fairness of performance on directing user’ requests
from disadvantageous locations to a suitable data center.
In [23], the authors design a new set of algorithms to
reduce the inter-data center video traffic costs by reasonably
choosing path and assigning flow rates. Guenter et al. [24]
aim to minimize energy consumption in data centers by
predicting demand to dynamically turn on/off servers under
the consideration of the tradeoff between cost, performance
and reliability.
The second group of work targets optimizing the cost for
CDNs. Although this topic has attracted many researchers’
attentions, the research on it is still in its early stage.
Goldenberg et al. [12] design a series of novel smart
routing algorithms to optimize cost and performance for
multihomed users. Liu et al. [13] present relationships
between user groups and CDNs, as well as the charging
function of the CDNs. An algorithm is also provided to
optimize both performance and cost for content delivering
to CDNs. Almeida et al. [25] study the problem of minimizing delivery cost in scalable streaming content distribution

systems and the solutions are within 16% of optimal for a
number of example networks. Bektas et al. [26] present
a technique for the problem of designing cost-effective
content distribution networks. Adler et al. [27] study the
bandwidth cost minimization for a large enterprise or a CDN. Qiu et al. [28] present an optimization framework for the
cost-minimizing dynamic migration of content distribution
services into a hybrid cloud infrastructure. Palasamudram
et al. [29] give an algorithmic framework for minimizing
the total power supply and the total power costs of a CDN
by provisioning batteries. Mathew et al. [30] present an
algorithm for energy-efficient content delivery in the CDN
context.
However, none of these work has studied the optimization of the total costs that cover both data centers and
CDNs under the real-time electricity pricing and the diverse
pricing functions of CDNs, which is the main focus of this
paper.

7

C ONCLUSION

Internet content service involves content generation from
data centers and content delivery by CDNs. Electricity costs
for data centers and usage costs for CDNs are two major
contributors to content service cost. This paper studies the
minimization of content service cost. We propose a novel
framework named COMIC and develop a centralized optimization algorithm to dynamically balance end-users’ loads
among data centers and CDNs so as to minimize the content
service cost in the content multihoming environment. We
use real-life electricity prices and CDN prices to evaluate
the effectiveness of COMIC. Our extensive experiments
demonstrate that COMIC effectively reduces the content
service cost by more than 20%.
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